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Abstract (en)
Owing to the concave and convex shape of a draft roller on which a concave portion is formed using rhombi composed of twill lines, the durability
of a rubber draft roller is impaired which roller is used in a pair with the metal draft roller to nip a sliver between them. A drift bottom roller I is
constructed by forming a network area having twill lines forming parallelograms into a concave portion that is concave with respect to an outer
peripheral surface of a cylinder, the network area having a general shape in which a group of first annular bands 21 is allowed to cross a group of
second annular bands 22 on the outer peripheral surface of the cylinder, the first annular bands having the same width and arranged parallel to one
another at the same angle ¸1 to an axis of the cylinder at the same intervals along the axis, the intervals each being equal to a length X, the second
annular bands having the same width and arranged parallel to one another at the same angle to the axis at the same intervals along the axis, the
intervals each being equal to a length Y (Fig.3).
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